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The object of this league shall be...  

 To provide an enjoyable recreational activity for the participants;  

 To develop character, skill, sportsmanship, and promote goodwill among the teams and individuals 
participating; and  

 To provide a teaching platform for team and volleyball development.  
 

The volleyball bylaws are governed by the NATIONAL FEDERATION OF STATE HIGH SCHOOL 

ASSOCIATIONS and will apply to the bylaws except as modified herein.  

1. AGE GROUP: Boys and girls ages 6 to 9 years old. The age cut-off date is as stated on the ACHR 
website  

2. THE MATCH: 

A. A coin toss at the beginning of the match will determine which team will serve and which team 
will serve receive.  

B. During the regular season, the match is defined as three sets up to a score of 25. The score at 
the beginning of the sets will be zero.  

C. During the tournament, the match is defined best of three sets, the first two sets going to the 
score of 25. If a third set is required it will conclude when the first team reaches 15 point. The 
score at the beginning of the sets will be zero. Prior to the start of the third set a coin toss will 
determine which team will serve and which team will serve receive.  

D. Score: Three consecutive sets will be played in a match under the Rally Scoring format.  

E. Season Record: The overall win-loss record (sets-not matches) for the season will determine 
the seeding for the end-of-season tournament (All three sets count no matter who won the 
match).  

F. Number of players on the court is 6, but may play with 5.  

 If a team starts with 5 players the open spot will be the serve position if the team is in serve 
receive. If the team starts with the serve the open spot will be the sixth position. No points 
will be given for the open spot. The team with the open spot will not lose their serve when 
the open spot rotates to the serve position; the next player in rotation will become the 
server.  

G. Height of net shall be 6' to 6'4".  

H. The ball shall be a -TACHIKARA VOLLEY-LITE II volleyball.  

I. The serving area shall extend into the court to the 10-foot attack line. If the player serves 
overhand the player must serve from behind the out-of-bounds line.  

J. Court size shall be approximately 30' x 40'.  
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K. For each turn at serving, a player will have a maximum of 5 serves.  

L. After the first serve of each game, whenever a sideout is declared, the player in the #2 position 
will rotate off the court, and the next player on the bench will rotate into the game to serve. This 
shall continue until the end of each game. There are no substitutions except for injuries. If an 
injury occurs the next on the bench will rotate into the game. If the injured player returns to the 
game they will be placed in the next server position.  

M. A player may play the ball from any part of the body.  

N. Leniency will be given to any player that makes contact with the net or crosses under the 
volleyball net so long as the player does not interfere with the play of the other team.  

O. Leniency will be given to any player that attempts to make an overhead pass or set so long as 
the player does not catch the ball.  

P. Out of rotation calls will not be made.  

Q. A warning will be given to each team on the first foot foul of each set. Thereafter, all foot fouls 
will be called and the ball will be turned over to the opposing team and awarded a point.  

R. There will be no time limit on the sets or match -A team must win by 2 points.  

S. Time outs -2 per set; one minute each  

T. The rulings by the officials are final, parents and coaches may not challenge the referees ruling. 
If there is a question on a call the coach may communicate that question to the supervisor (The 
parents may never question a cali).  

3. STARTING TIME OF MATCHES  

A. There will be NO GRACE PERIOD. Teams shall be at the match site 30 minutes before match 
time.  

B. If at the start of the first set a team has 4 or fewer players, this shall constitute a forfeit of that 
game. Forfeit time for the match is 15 minutes after the scheduled starting time for the first set. 
If games are being forfeited, participants present who are scheduled to play that match are 
entitled to use the court for 30 minutes from the starting time.  

C. A match can start up to 15 minutes before the scheduled start time if both teams and the 
referee's agree, but no later than scheduled.  

4. PROTESTS  

The only protest accepted by the League will be eligibility of players. All questions will be settled on 
the court by the gym supervisor.  
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5. COACHES' RESPONSIBILITIES  

A. Coaches are responsible for seeing that their players meet the age requirement and that 

his/her roster does not exceed the 10-player limit set by the Association of Courthouse 

Recreation unless approved by the coordinator.  

B. It is the coach's responsibility to maintain proper conduct among his/her team at all times.  

C. Coaches are responsible for the conduct of their parents.  

D. Coaches will please advise their players and parents of these rules and bylaws. Ignorance of 

any rule will not be considered.  

6. GENERAL RULES 

A. When turning/returning the ball to the other team the ball must be rolled under the net.  

B. Non-Courthouse teams may provide their own practice balls, uniforms, and other accessories. 

Uniforms are not required but some type of uniform is recommended. The Association of 

Courthouse Recreation will provide a game ball. 

C. When turning/returning the ball to the other team the ball must be rolled under the net.  

D. Non-Courthouse teams may provide their own practice balls, uniforms, and other accessories. 

Uniforms are not required but some type of uniform is recommended. The Association of 

Courthouse Recreation will provide a game ball.  

E. No jewelry of any kind is permitted. All other hard objects in the hair, necklaces, watches, 

bracelets, rings or other jewelry are prohibited items.    No tape-ups or cover-ups; these items 

must be removed. This is a safety issue and will be strictly enforced. Hard head pieces are 

not permitted.  

F. If a team or teams forfeits two matches in succession or three matches in a season for not 

having the required number of players, the team will be dropped for the remainder of the 

season.  

G. A cut-off date for adding players will be determined by the registration. No new players may be 

added after this date. All players must be paid in full before they can be assigned to a team  

H. No Alcohol, smoking or profanity will be permitted on or around the match site. Violators and 

their child will be subject to dismissal from the league.  

I. No pets of any kind are permitted in the gyms for practice or matches. A personal assist animal 

is authorized.  

J. Once the draft is complete the roster is frozen, no changes may be made without the 

coordinators approval. The draft rules are posted on the ACHR website  

K. Practice may only be hour per week.  
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L. Harassment of referees, supervisor or coaches is strictly prohibited. Violators and their child will 

be subject to dismissal from the league.  

7. UNSPORTSMANLIKE CONDUCT  

A. At a minimum, any player or coach ejected from the match by an official for fighting shall 

automatically be suspended from the next two league matches to be played by his/her team. 

The name of the coach or player will be brought in front of the review committee to determine if 

two matches suspension is sufficient. In the event a coach deviates from the ruling, it will 

constitute a forfeit of all matches associated with the suspension.  

B. Any player or coach ejected from a game by an official for unsportsmanlike conduct will 

automatically be suspended from the next league match to be played by his/her team. In the 

event a coach deviates from the ruling, it will constitute a forfeit of all matches associated with 

the suspension and the player or coach will be suspended from the next league match to be 

played by his/her team.  

C. Any player, coach, or spectator guilty of unsportsmanlike conduct in any manner towards the 

officials on City property will be subject to suspension by the Association of Courthouse 

Recreation.  

D. Any player, coach, or spectator guilty of striking an official, player or coach in any manner on 

City property during or after a match shall be automatically suspended indefinitely from 

participating in any and all leagues sponsored by the Association of Courthouse Recreation.  

EFFECTIVE DATE: These bylaws are effective at the beginning of the current season.  


